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During the historical turbulence caused by social suffering and political party 
revolution in the modern age of China, the females’ consciousness and females’ 
spoken authority in Women’s movements were submerged by the spoken authority of 
political revolution. Then , what’s the relationship between the Red Women and the 
series of special styles of the central Soviet areas? How did the Red Women reflect 
the features of the special period? These are the central questions that this thesis 
would try to solve. This thesis uses “gender” as the research viewpoint, takes different 
components of the “Red women” in the central Soviet areas as a core. It is written for 
giving a research on the marriage lives, which were led by the interaction of 
traditional Hakka culture and Soviet regimes, for giving a research on  the social 
questions caused by the changing of the marriage lives in the central Soviet areas, for 
giving a research on the Red Women’s rights which were under the frame of the 
Soviet to enjoy education, and to participate in politics ,etc, and then, giving a 
research on the Red women’s social activities and the world of the Red Women’s 
spirit. Furthermore, it is anticipated to construct the structural figure of the Red 
Women. 
By way of analyzing, the following points of view can be concluded: the Red 
Women have participated the transformation and construction in the Soviet society, 
therefore, as a social group, they owned the privileges and duties which couldn’t be 
enjoyed before the times. But, they still couldn’t foresee in many fields on their way 
for development. They have set up one kind of figure which was established as the 
following example of the females. On this way, they have being suffered by the 
misery on spirit and physiology. Revolution has set the traditional females out in its 
wide-ranging. Though, at the same time, the sate has grasped the female group 
thoroughly during the course. The gender of the Red Women in the central Soviet 
areas was established passively, the Red Women just set themselves out by the series 
of systems, not seeking to recover the world by their own consciousness. In the 
revolutionary times, the females in the Soviet areas didn’t have their own independent  
thought, they didn’t pay their attention on themselves, but politics. They just copied 
the methods for fighting which had been created by the males to mold their own 
actions. 
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